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Term 2 - 3 May
Principal’s Reflection - Joanne Rock

enjoyable.

I hope you all enjoyed the Easter break and
return to the new term full of energy and
enthusiasm. After such a busy Term 1, it was
a well-earned break for everyone. It was a
lovely sight to see all of our students return
looking happy and relaxed, ready to get into
all the different activities Term 2 has to offer. The lovely autumn weather is a joy at the
moment, making outside activities especially

It was great to welcome back our students and staff who travelled to the Philippines over the break. They all had a lifechanging experience that they shared at our Assembly last
week and have put together a wonderful reflection for the
community in this newsletter.
Our students proudly represented the College at ANZAC Day
services held in Benalla, Euroa and Mansfield last week by
laying a wreath on our behalf. Nathan Tolliday also took part
in the dawn ANZAC Service in Benalla by reading the poem,
‘The Ode of Remembrance’. As a College community, we came
together last week to reflect on the sacrifice of so many in conflicts around the world over the last 100+ years, not to glorify
war, but to pray for all victims of war, and those Australians
who have willingly or otherwise undertaken warfare to protect
our freedom and sovereignty.
We hosted our annual Grade 5 Discovery Day on Tuesday of
this week, and it was a wonderful opportunity for these students
to see and experience what learning looks like in a secondary
school setting. It was a very well organised day of activities
and fun for the visiting students, and it was delightful to wander
around at lunchtime and see the younger students engaging
positively and enjoying games with the FCJ students. The students told me how much they enjoyed the day, and it looked
like the various activities they were exposed to hit the mark! So

many people were involved in making this day happen, highlighting the positive teamwork evident amongst the staff and
students here at the College. Well done to all involved.
I continue to ask staff to be vigilant with regard to how our
students wear the College uniform, and seek your support with
this from the home front. How a student wears their uniform
reflects on them and their school community. All students should
be wearing the Winter Uniform from Friday 3 May – today, as
it is school photo day. Students will be challenged and parents
contacted if students do not comply and do not have a note
from home explaining the issue, and when it will be fixed. If you
are unsure of any uniform regulation, it is clearly stated later in
this newsletter, and is in the Student Diary, so please make use
of this information when addressing this issue with your child.
If the first two weeks of the term are anything to go by, this
term is set to fly by with a mere blink of an eye! Our student
leaders prepared a moving ANZAC Assembly, rehearsals are
in full swing for our College production of The Wizard of Oz,
we have hosted our Grade 5 Discovery Day, and the Year 9
OED class were all ready to head off on their hike which had to
be postponed due to poor weather. Nevertheless, they will be
well and truly ready when the time comes! Well done to all the
students and staff for being so engaged and involved in these
and other activities that combine to make the rich tapestry of
educational experiences at FCJ College.
Clearly, there is much to look forward to at FCJ College over
the coming term!
God Bless!
Joanne Rock
Principal
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Calendar

UNIFORM SHOP
Open Hours

May
6-8

Justice Matters Camp

7-8

U3 OES Hike to Mt Feathertop

11

Youth Mass

Wednesdays
1:00 - 4:00 PM

14-16 NAPLAN Testing
14

Year 9/10 Relationships Seminar

16

FCJ College Cross Country

22

Unit 2 Outdoor Education Abseiling Trip

22-23 Year 9 Outdoor Ed Hike to Mt Feathertop
24

Year 9 Arts Connect9 Excursion

27

Unit 3 Biology Excursion

30

Southern Ranges Round Robin 2

Private Music Tuition @ FCJ

Sue Ciantar

MMusStud,
Dip MusT, ATMusA, Dip Biochem

June

Piano Teacher

6

Southern Ranges Cross Country - Yea

8

Youth Mass

10

STUDENT FREE DAY - Queen’s Birthday

12

General Achievement Test (GAT )

13

Year 10 Holocaust Excursion

17

Information Evening - Yr 11&12 in 2020

19

Hume Cross Country

20

Information Evening - Yr 9&10 in 2020

20

Year 10 Elective Exams

21

STUDENT FREE DAY

26

Central Australia Trip Departs

28

Final Day Term 2

Piano lessons for all ages.
Enquiries welcome.

Telephone: 0418 320 472
Email: mscian@me.com

Guitar Lessons

Acoustic
Nylon
Electric guitar
AMEB grades.

Ms Nada Lupo

Bachelor of Arts (music major) LaTrobe University Grad Dip
Ed (University Of Melbourne)

Enquiries: 5762 1222

or see Sue at the FCJ Front Office
Spaces are available for guitar lessons. If interested,
please leave your name and contact details at the
front office.

FRONT OFFICE

Office Hours 8:00am - 4:30pm
Phone 5762 1222
admin@fcjbenalla.catholic.edu.au

follow us on facebook
admin@fcjbenalla.catholic.edu.au
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What’s happening in Year 9
ROCK SCHOOL PROGRAM
In 2018, I along with some other students, participated in the rock school exams.
There are two different types of exams that you are able do; these are performance and technical exams. I did the performance exam. In the performance
exam, you are required to play five songs in total. At least two must be from the
book and the others can be free choice. You can play them live in front of the
judges or record it on video and send it to them.
Not too long after I sent my exam to them, I was sent back my grade and results,
as well as some feedback and a certificate. I am now preparing for my next exams in July. - Millicent Scriven
Rock school is an amazing program for new players or players that are more
experienced. This music exam program is a fantastic way to get better playing a
guitar, bass, violin, drums and singing. Anyone at any level can obtain skills and
test their knowledge with the Rock School Exams. The certificates from rock school
are recognised anywhere in the world and are useful for any type of musical
qualifications that you need. Overall, the Rock School Program is a wonderful program that helps young and more experienced players learn to harness and master the instrument that they play. - Cameron Hurd

SCIENCE
Year 9 Science so far has been very educational, from learning about electricity to chemistry. With electricity, we have been learning where it comes from, how to create it, and much
more. We have already completed some experiments on electricity and some of them include using solenoid magnets, Van De Graf Generator and even adding lemons into a circuit
to see if we could find some volts.
In chemistry, we have just started learning about elements and their importance in our body.
This is a very interesting topic to be learning about and you’d be surprised at the things we
have found out. Other than doing that in chemistry, we have also learnt about atoms and we
even had a look at a Hoffmann Voltmeter. A Hoffmann Voltmeter is a device where you put
water into three connected tubes and pass an electric current through that. It separates the
water into its original elements, which are hydrogen and oxygen. It was a very interesting
thing to watch. This is just some of the topics we have studied, but I am sure that we have much more to come.
- Isabella Vaz

OUTDOOR ED
With Outdoor Ed being a new elective for our year level this year, it was
exciting to see what the class would be like. At the start of the year, we
looked at what motivates people to go into the outdoors and the balance
between risk and adventure. We then moved into looking at trangias, lightweight camping stoves that are frequently used while hiking and camping.
Towards the end of term and the start of this term, we looked at other hiking
gear and their use, readying ourselves for a hike in a few weeks to come.
We have now started a topic on technology advancements in the outdoors.
We are all looking forward to the hike up at Mt Feathertop and everything

else that we will learn this semester. - Finn Walsh

admin@fcjbenalla.catholic.edu.au
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What’s happening in Year 9
INTEGRATED STUDIES: GEOGRAPHIES OF INTERCONNECTEDNESS
Currently in Integrated Studies, we are in the unit Geographies of Interconnectedness. We are covering tourism in Asian countries, researching and finding out
how much tourism contributes and the negative and positive impacts it has on the
specific country given to the paired partners.
Our first task in this unit was to write a creative diary entry of a day spent in an
Asian country. We had to describe the geographical surroundings, major tourist
destinations, transport options, the climate, outline the daily struggles of the local
people and cultural foods.
Task two of this unit is now underway. We are now creating a resource guide for
our allocated country. The aim of this task is to produce a technology-based itinerary, to help someone plan their
ideal and perfect trip to their Asian destination. - Tilly Berry

VISUAL COMMUNICATION AND DESIGN
This term we have continued working on our party shoe task completing the design work for this task over the holidays. The shoes we are using are 3D. We are adding features to the shoe to make them look like our design that
relates to a chosen theme.
We are currently working through some media trials, which include tissue paper, scruple and painting sponge. When
we have finished the media trials, we will look to choose our materials for our shoes. - Grant Chaston

SPORT
This year in Health/PE, we have covered many different sports. At the start of the year,
we did swimming, walking down to the pool every lesson. We refined our skills not only in
water safety but also in the four main strokes ready for the swimming carnival later that
term.
After swimming, we moved onto athletics, practising the throwing, running and jumping
skills that would ready ourselves for the Athletics Carnival. Towards the end of term, we
also refined our running skills, learning the correct technique for optimum performance. After the Autumn break, we
have started SEPEP soccer, splitting into teams and practising in drills and practice matches in preparation for the
whole year level tournament in a few weeks’ time. We look forward to competing against the other teams and trying
new sports in the months to come. - Finn Walsh

MATHS
At the start of Year 9 in maths, we learnt about Pythagoras’ theorem
and algebra. We are currently learning about measurement, which
includes perimeter, area and volume.
At home, we are able to access a website called Maths Online. Our
teacher sets us tasks to complete and this helps us with what we learn in
class, during school.
Coming up in Year 9 maths, we will be learning about programming,
how it works and then applying it to use. - Charlotte Jacques

admin@fcjbenalla.catholic.edu.au
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Philippines Immersion
During the School holidays, a group of 10 students from
FCJ College along with Mr Mount and Miss Murphy, were
accompanied by five students and a staff member from
Sacred Heart Yarrawonga on their 10-day immersion to
the Philippines. The facilitator was Daniel Kuzeff from
Catholic Mission.
We left our phones at home and travelled to the city of
Cebu, spending four nights in Cebu and five nights in a very
special place called Malbago Village on Bantayan Island.
The money raised over the past two years by the FCJ
College community has been put to good use. We have been
able to sponsor another young student from Malbago Village. His name is Glendell. He is 17 years old and about to
begin his final year of secondary schooling. He is hoping to
become an Accountant to support his current and future
family. He is a quiet and hard working young man who
broke down crying when we told him of the scholarship.
FCJ College now supports two students in their University studies: Glendell and Lovely. We saw Lovely while we
celebrated Easter Sunday Mass. With the support of our
scholarship, Lovely has completed her first year of Tourism studies and as she is going so well she will be transferring to another University in Cebu city.

•
•

•

Cement and sand to make the garden beds out the
front of 12 homes.
A significant contribution of 10,000 pesos to Vivian.
Vivian is a widow with 3 beautiful children. She gets
her kids ready each day and rides her bike to work at
6am every morning. She works until 6pm and looks
after her children in the evening. She gets paid 100
pesos a day – this is the equivalent of $2.50. With
the $2.50, she is to feed and clothe her family, pay
bills and any other needs.
We were also able to help out a family with 7,000
pesos who lost their son while fishing to feed his
family. The son died away from home and the body
had to travel 14 hours in a simple wooden coffin. We
witnessed the coffin coming home carried by six men,
with his mother and grandmother crying behind the
coffin.

We thank you for your generous gifts which we gave to
the community and we thank you for your contribution of
money – each dollar goes a long way in the Philippines.

“Glendell” - centre in maroon t’shirt

“Lovely” - second from left

Your donated money also contributed to the following
causes:
• A kitchen for two families. The kitchen is an outside
building with a metal roof. This enables more space
to be utilised within their very small house and to not
cook dinner over an open fire.

The 10 days I spent in the Philippines were the most confronting, inspiring, eye
opening and motivating days of my life. I couldn’t choose a favourite part of the
trip because each day was better than the last. Every day was non-stop, starting
at 6:30am, not resting until we went to bed that night. The village was filled with so
much love, the locals felt like family and were more welcoming than I could have
ever imagined and friendships were made making it nearly impossible to leave.
Everyone warned us before we left that we would be woken up by kids singing and
knocking on your door every morning, but I don’t think anyone took them seriously.
Those kids really don’t like anyone sleeping in. We did get used to it after a few
days and a bit more sleep.
There is so much love in the village. This
was the most amazing trip that I think
everyone should experience, and don’t
be put off by Daniel’s enthusiasm. When
it comes to sign up, we all thought he
was crazy too, but he was the one who
held us all together and kept us going
when we were ready to go to bed after
the first day.
- Lily Godson

Donated monies contributed to this outside kitchen
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Philippines Immersion
The Philippines Immersion exceeded all of our expectations. None of us expected such an
emotional, heart-warming and exhausting adventure. Lily and I can confirm that tears were
shed daily. Each day we woke up more and more tired, but we gave everything Daniel threw at
us 100%. I will never forget the people we met and the memories we all made. Each person we
met over there was so happy, kind and caring. It really was amazing to see how content they
all are with how little they have.
One of my favourite experiences for this whole trip was on the second night at the village. We
had scheduled in for a big night full of karaoke, but after a couple of songs, the discs stopped
working. They saved the night by blasting some tunes and our night turned into a disco. All of
us Australians were very exhausted and just amazed by the talent of the young children. They
definitely out-performed us.
Their beautiful smiles and contagious laughs will not be forgotten. It is safe to say that myself
and the rest of the immersion family can’t wait to revisit them all.
Being a part of the Philippines Immersion trip 2019 was the best thing I have ever done, and I hope some of you decide to step out of your comfort zone and attend the
next trip. - Illyah Reid

It was about this time two years ago that I
heard about a trip. A trip that not only lets
you see remote parts of the world, but a
trip that shows you how to get through difficult times of your own life. A trip that shows
you the devastation of poverty, and people
experiencing a different kind of happiness
through it. A trip that introduces you to the
most generous, loving, happy and inspiring
people in the world. A trip that gives you lifelong friends.
On Thursday 11 April, after months of preparation and anxiousness, 10 FCJ College
and 5 Sacred Heart students, along with 3
fantastic teachers and one very enthused
Daniel, travelled to the Philippines. I was lucky enough to be with these fantastic
people, and I didn't know it then. But I had made the best decision of my life so far.
By far one of my favourite moments of the Philippine’s trip was first arriving at
Malbago Village. Traveling that day was very hot, and seeing so many bright and
happy faces run up to you was one of the best feelings I have ever experienced.
The village kids welcomed us with many hugs, dances, and songs. Some of which I
still can’t get out of my head. And from the get-go, we started making such beautiful
friendships.
We could see from getting to know them over the next 5 days, that even though the
children and their families didn’t have very much, and some often went without dinner, they were still very happy and very grateful. They are grateful to be in homes
that are safe and typhoon-proof. They are happy and grateful whenever they eat.
But most of all, they are happy just to have each other.

At 12:05am on a Friday morning, 15 students, 3 teachers and 1 very
enthusiastic Daniel, boarded a plane with the destination set for the
Philippines. After making unforgettable friendships at an orphanage,
experiencing the Carbon Markets, and trying our best to calmly cross
the road, we eventually left the city and caught the 11 o’clock ferry to
Malbago village.
I will never forget the moment we started driving down the “driveway”
in the crammed jeepney, when a mob of young kids came sprinting towards us with smiles on their faces. Before our arrival, we were told
a bit about the lifestyle of the people living in the village. But when I
first stepped out of the jeepney and was greeted by the kids, it hit me
just how different our worlds are from each other. These children and
families were all so full of happiness, love for each other and were very
much like one big family. They were all so grateful and over joyed that
we were coming to the village. It shook me how they have so little but
are so happy and we have so much but are still sad and wanting more.
On 19 April, the day before my 16th birthday, I was shown to a chair in
which I was told to sit in. After I sat down I was quickly surrounded by the
villagers, who started to sing Happy Birthday to me. Everyone cheered
and clapped at the end of the song, but little did I know that the young
kids surrounding me were so happy as they were hiding eggs and flour
in their hands. After I had blown out the candles on my cake, one by
one the kids cracked eggs onto my head and threw flour at me. After
the shock wore off, I was laughing with everyone else. It is definitely a
birthday I will never forget.
Even though at times it was hard and confronting, I made so many
friends and had so many experiences that have changed my life for the
better. - Laura Edgley

We all could not help but wonder how they could possibly be so happy. When back
home we all seem to be always wanting more. Never quite satisfying our need for
materialistic things. Coming to a conclusion, it’s a different type of happiness.
Getting to know, learning the names of, and having such fun with all the kids is
something I hope to never forget. They were all so warm and welcoming to us visitors from the get go. And for all of us, it was incredibly hard to say goodbye. We
all hope to see them again one day. But we are all happy to have met and loved
them, and saying a sad goodbye, than having never gone and never meeting them
at all. - May Cooke
admin@fcjbenalla.catholic.edu.au
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Philippines Immersion
Jonalyn is a 19 year old girl who I met at the Good Sheperd Home in Cebu. She ran away from home at the age of
10 as she was abused by her uncle and father. She went to live with people who she thought were friends but they
trafficked her. She was eventually saved by a teacher and is recovering with the help of the Sisters of the Good
Shepherd Home.
What Jonalyn has endured is unthinkable, and how she is able to overcome it is truly amazing.
Music and dance is one tool that helps with the healing. Along with sharing their stories, as inhuman as they are.
She plays the guitar and has the voice of an angel.
There was so much warmth and openness in Jonalyn that it melted my heart. She spoke about her mother abandoning her with great sadness, but in only a short time, we bonded as though mother and daughter. She stole a little
piece of my heart and I will never forget her. - Nicole Murphy
Going to the Philippines was an amazing experience and I met so many inspiring people who shared their stories with
me. The village was absolutely beautiful
filled with the happiest and most energetic kids I’ve ever met. Even though it
was so hot all the time, experiencing a
new culture was so much fun and really
opened my eyes to the struggle of the
poor. I’m so thankful to have shared this
experience with so many new friends
and spending so much time together really gave us a chance to bond as an immersion
family. This trip was very special to all of us involved and we’ve taken home so many
memories and gifts from the kids that we will treasure forever.
- Matilda Fullager
During the school holidays I was lucky
enough to take part in the Philippines
immersion. My favourite part of the immersion was having the opportunity to
interact and form relationships with the
villagers. We arrived at the village and
were greeted with so many happy and
smiling faces. It was amazing to see
how happy and energetic the kids were
even though they have so little.
Although their white sanded beach were spectacular nothing could beat the warm and
welcoming feeling the village provided. I made many strong friendships with the people
of the Malbago village that I will treasure forever. It was a real eye opener for me and
many others, to experience the everyday living, of the average Filipino. I would encourage anyone who has the opportunity to take it, it was the best and by far most rewarding trip of my life and I hope someday to soon return. - Mary Frewen
You get very connected to those in the village whilst living amongst the community.
Strong connections were made with the kids. Fernando is 8 years old and was like a
little brother to me. When we were leaving the village, the strong connection
with Fernando made me very sad. He
said “promise you won’t forget me.” He
said this even though he knew I would
not be coming back. He was the only kid
who said that.
It is a good opportunity for others to learn
about what is happening in the world.
You hear about the struggles of people
in the world but do not know the real impact until you see and live their struggles
for a short time.

- Jemma
Armstrong

admin@fcjbenalla.catholic.edu.au

I have said ‘goodbye’ so many times before, but for me some of the hardest
goodbyes in my life was hugging on to a friend that you
had made a special connection with and watching them
get smaller as you are driving away. There are people
I have met on this trip that I
could never forget, friends I
have made for life, and the
memories I have made with
them.
I have come back home to Australia and I don’t think that I’ll ever take a flushing
toilet, or a pressurised hot shower for granted again, because over in the Philippines you don’t have that. It wasn’t just the village that we made memories in
but also in Cebu, at the orphanage, and The Shepherd Sisters. Amazing people
and stories that need to be shared to the world. Some of my favourite memories
were in the village with friends I had met like: Cha Cha, Jem Jem, Chi Chi,
Glessy, Hashi, Claire, Po Po, and Jap. This is something that I think everyone
needs to experience in their lives, and I wish I could go back. - Zoe Mason

The Philippines immersion was a life
changing experience to say the least.
It made me realise how lucky we have
it in Australia compared to the people
of Malbago Village and the greater
part of the Philippines.
Despite these people not having very
much materialistically they are happier than anyone I know outside of the Philippines. In Australia people are
happy when they buy or receive new things and happiness is measured by
materialistic things. In the village people are happy just being around you and
appreciate the very little possessions they have.
The very first day we arrived, as soon as we drove down the patchy and rocky
road into the village, we were swarmed with at least a hundred kids swarming
the whole jeepney. The looks of happiness on their faces was so heart-warming. I realised that I don’t see happiness like that in Australia very frequently.
Everyone in the village was so welcoming. We had a few of the ladies from the
village cook every single meal for us every day, they were so generous and
quick to give what little they had to us visitors of the village.
All in all, the Philippines immersion was a great experience as it opened my
eyes to the wider world and not just the comfy bubble we live in here in Australia. It also gave me the chance to meet new people and create new friendships.
I encourage more people to put their hands up for the next time this immersion
is available. - Henry Sadaya
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Student of the Term Awards - Term 1
YEAR 7 - CHARLES THOMPSON
Charles’ kind, generous and courteous
behaviour has been highly recognised
by his teachers. He is punctual to class,
wearing the correct school uniform,
prepared and willing to work. Charles
had a busy Term 1, electing to participate in extra-curricular activities that
are offered to him here at FCJ College. Charles was
voted by his 7Z peers to be their Student Representative for Student Council, he willingly gave up his recess and lunch time to help raise funds for our St Patrick’s Bake Day Sale and the Caritas Coin line.
Charles had a successful swimming campaign at our
school swimming carnival to then go on to the District Competition at Seymour and even furthered his
success by making it to Regional Level at the Wodonga Carnival.
Charles’ well developed leadership skills saw him
chosen to be the MC on the night of our Year 7 Parent Engagement Welcoming BBQ and he auditioned
for the production acquiring a significant role in the
FCJ School Production of The Wizard of Oz this year.
Charles’ commitment to these extra-curricular activities has not deterred or hindered his academic ability and his commitment to his learning. His report
indicates some wonderful accomplishments that he
should be very proud of. Well done Charles on a fantastic start to your education here at FCJ; keep challenging yourself to be the best that you can be.

YEAR 11 - LIA GREENHALGH
Lia has made a spectacular start to her
year in Year 11. Aside from achieving
consistently high grades across all of
her subjects, Lia has also been heavily
involved in all aspects of the College.
Lia auditioned for and successfully
achieved the much prized role of ‘The
Scarecrow’ in this year’s production the ‘Wizard of
Oz’.
In her role as SRC Rep, she was a driving force behind the idea and organisation of the Year 11 Caritas
fundraising which led to record results. Lia is a mature and friendly student who is respected by her
peers and teachers.
Congratulations Lia!

admin@fcjbenalla.catholic.edu.au

YEAR 8 - MAISON RING
Maison was elected to be one of the SRC
representatives of Year 8 and has assumed
this role with enthusiasm. He has shown
great initiative for getting things done
which was evident in his push to drive the
Caritas fundraising effort.
Maison applies himself fully to his studies,
often demonstrating foresight by contacting his teachers
if he knows he is going to be absent from school to ask
for work. His positive attitude to school, application to his
learning and inclusive social relationships with his peers,
makes him a strong role model for other students. Congratulations Maison!

YEAR 9 - CHARLOTTE JACQUES
Charlotte is a very proactive young lady
who leads by example. She is always in the
correct school uniform and is prepared for
her classes. Charlotte is a member of the Year
9 SRC and she has been more than willing to
assist her pastoral leader, teachers and peers
whenever she can. Charlotte applies herself
to her studies and her results for the term reflect her positive
attitude and strong work ethic. I congratulate Charlotte on
her excellent start to the year. Well done Charlotte!

YEAR 10 - BAILEY KUBEIL
Bailey is the SRC member for 10X.
He contributed to the organisation and
running of the successful Year 10 Parent
Engagement Kahoots Night.
Bailey has been an excellent student in all
his subject areas, especially showing for his
leadership of learning, compassion towards others and
dedication with his studies in Year 11 Biology.

YEAR 12 - GRACE SMITH
Grace has shown exemplary leadership
as a House Leader at both the Swimming
and Athletics Carnivals. She participated
meaningfully in a wide range of activities
in both the carnivals. She entered many
events that she was not a strong performer
in but was determined to show leadership
and promote the focus on participation not winning. She
consistently encouraged others in her house to compete
and to do their best regardless of how good they thought
they were or weren’t. She was very helpful in the setting
up and packing up after the carnivals and again showed
initiative and strong leadership.
She is resilient, enthusiastic and determined to do her
best in both her School Based Apprenticeship and her
academic studies. She is a friendly, outgoing, bubbly presence in the senior school area and is very willing to chat
with anyone and give help or assistance when she can.
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ANZAC Day
On 25 April, members of communities gathered to remember the fallen servicemen and women of all wars
involving Australian military forces. FCJ was represented by students in Benalla, as well as Euroa and Mansfield, all laying wreaths on behalf of our school community.
Students attended the ceremonies to remember those who bravely represented our country and fought for
our freedom. ANZAC Day marks the anniversary of the landing at Gallipoli. Like hundreds of thousands of our
fellow citizens, who gather at memorials in cities, suburbs and towns across Australia, we came together to
commemorate and pay our respects for the sacrifices those brave soldiers made for us and our nation.
- Holly, Bri and Josh P

ANZAC Day is something special to me, something that
will forever be held in an important place in my heart.
A day to remember all of those who have defended our
country and fought for the freedom. We are so thankful.
From the day the soldiers landed at Gallipoli to the day
they left and everything in between, will always be remembered, whether it is good or bad, by someone either living or since departed. - Zac Graham 7Z

Zac Graham

Zac & Jared Graham

L-R: Jared Graham, Thomas Leith, Cameron Hurd, Zac Graham.
Indri May & Windi May

VET Music
Our VET Music Industry Year 12 students have been utilising the new recording studio in recent weeks. As part of
their coursework, they have to record a variety of instrument and vocal set
ups.

Indri and Windi laid a wreath on behalf of the North East
Multicultural Association. Their father, Ian May, marches in
the parade each year with the Vietnam contingent.

Including students
from other year
levels is making
the process more
enjoyable and
gives more content
variety.
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Grade 5 Discovery Day
On Tuesday 30 April, FCJ College hosted their Grade 5 Discovery Day.
Approximately 100 students came from a variety of schools around the
local area including Mansfield, Euroa and Benalla. The students were
provided the opportunity to experience the different classes that we
have to offer at FCJ College, to help them with the process of transitioning into secondary school.
There were six different subjects that ran on the day including: Food
Studies, Outdoor Education, Wood Technology, Physical Education,
Music and Science; all involving hands on activities to get the students
involved and have a real taste of what is yet to come within their education.
It was an extremely successful day with the Grade 5 students leaving appreciative of a fun-filled day.
Renae Hughes [Year 7 Learning Leader]

admin@fcjbenalla.catholic.edu.au
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Uniform Regulations
“A school uniform, worn properly, leads to a sense of
belonging, increases self-esteem and reflects pride in the
College. It is expected that students wear the appropriate
uniform to the College each day. Students are expected
to be always neat and tidy, and to take proper care of
their clothes. For safety reasons, jewellery is to be kept to
a minimum of one stud per lobe, and a watch. Extreme
hair colours and haircuts are not a part of our uniform.
Students are not permitted to wear coloured nail polish
and makeup.”
Changeover of summer to winter uniform will occur in
the first 2 weeks of term 2. By the third week of term
2 all students are expected to wear full winter uniform.
The changeover of winter to summer uniform will occur
in the first 2 weeks of term 4. By the third week of term
4 all students are expected to wear full summer uniform.
The FCJ College hat must be worn in term 1 and term
4 with winter or summer uniform, however this is at the
discretion of the College Principal and will be subject to
prevailing weather conditions.

Winter Compulsory
• FCJ College Blazer
• FCJ College Long Grey Pants
• White Long or Short Sleeved Shirt
• Dark Navy Blue, FCJ Jumper
• Grey Socks (must be over ankle)
• Black Leather Lace up Shoes (no logo)
• FCJ College Tie
Boys Sports Uniform Compulsory
• FCJ College Sports Shorts
• FCJ College Sports T-Shirt
• White Socks (must be over ankle)
• Runners
• FCJ College Speedos
• FCJ College Navy Blue Pants
• FCJ College Sports Jacket

FCJ College Uniform Regulations Girls

The College Blazer is a compulsory item of the FCJ uniform
which must be worn as the outer garment when students’
are outside the school grounds. This includes school activities,
school excursions and travelling to and from school. Students
are not required to wear the blazer with summer uniform
unless it is requested for formal occasions such as school
assemblies or mass during the year.

Summer Compulsory
• FCJ College Blazer
• FCJ Summer Dress (knee length)
• Dark Navy Blue, FCJ Jumper
• Black Leather Lace Up Shoes (no logo)
• White Socks (must be over ankle)
• FCJ College Navy Blue School Hat

FCJ College Uniform Regulations Boys

Girls Summer Optional
• Hair Accessories – Navy Blue/White

Summer Compulsory
• FCJ College Blazer
• FCJ College Grey Shorts
• White Short Sleeved Shirt With Logo
• Dark Navy Blue, FCJ Jumper
• Grey Socks (must be over ankle)
• Black Leather Lace Up Shoes (no logo)
• FCJ College Navy Blue School Hat

Winter Compulsory
• FCJ College Blazer
• FCJ College Winter Skirt or Navy blue trousers
• White Long or Short Sleeved Shirt
• Dark Navy Blue, FCJ Jumper
• White Socks (must be over ankle)
• Black Leather Lace up Shoes (no logo)
• FCJ College Tie
Girls Winter Optional
• Hair Accessories – Navy blue/white
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Uniform Regulations
Girls Sports Uniform Compulsory
• FCJ Sports Shorts
• FCJ Sports T-Shirt
• White Socks (must be over ankle)
• Runners
• FCJ Navy Blue Bathers
• FCJ College Navy Blue Pants
• FCJ College Sports Jacket

A reminder
Students are expected to have their top button done
up and their tie neat and tidy over the button. It is an
expectation that all staff uphold these standards. Please
study up on how to tie a tie to assist our students.

FCJ College Sports Uniform
The FCJ College Sports Uniform is required to be worn
to Physical Education classes and sporting days such as the
Athletics Carnival, Swimming Carnival, Round Robin and
representative sporting events. If a student is not in full
sports uniform they may not be able to participate in the
sporting event, or a consequence in line with the wellbeing
policy will apply. On the day of a Physical Education class,
students are expected to change into their Sports Uniform
for that class only. If the student does not bring the Sports
Uniform to class, a note is required from the parent/
guardian as to why this has occurred.

FCJ College Benalla
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NAPLAN on paper –
information for parents
and carers
Why do students do NAPLAN?
The National Assessment Program – Literacy and
Numeracy (NAPLAN) assesses literacy and
numeracy skills that are essential for every child to
progress through school and life.
Students in Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 participate in the annual
NAPLAN tests in reading, writing, language conventions
(spelling, grammar and punctuation) and numeracy.
The assessment provides parents and schools with an
understanding of how individual students are performing
at the time of the tests. NAPLAN is just one aspect of a
school’s assessment and reporting process - it does not
replace ongoing assessments made by teachers about
student performance.
NAPLAN also provides schools, education authorities
and governments with information about how education
programs are working and whether young Australians
are meeting important educational outcomes in literacy
and numeracy.

What is assessed?
NAPLAN assesses literacy and numeracy skills that
students are learning through their regular school
curriculum. All government and non-government
education authorities have contributed to the
development of NAPLAN materials.
See example NAPLAN questions at nap.edu.au

How can I help my child prepare?
Help your child prepare by reassuring them that
NAPLAN is just one part of their school program, and
by reminding them on the day to simply try their best.
Teachers will ensure students are familiar with the types
of questions in the tests and will provide appropriate
support and guidance.
ACARA does not recommend excessive preparation for
NAPLAN or the use of services by coaching providers.

NAPLAN is about assessing learning progress in literacy
and numeracy.

Participation in NAPLAN
All students in Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 are expected to
participate in the annual NAPLAN assessment.
Students with disability may qualify for adjustments
that reflect the support normally provided for classroom
assessments. You should first discuss the use of
any disability adjustments for your child with your
child’s teacher.
A formal exemption may be granted for a student
with disability that severely limits their capacity to
participate in the assessment, or for a student who
has recently arrived in Australia and has a non-English
speaking background.
Your school principal and your local test administration
authority can give you more information on special
provisions or the process required to gain a formal
exemption.

Will my child sit NAPLAN on
paper or online?
In 2019, your child will sit NAPLAN paper tests.
However, children in other schools across Australia
will sit the NAPLAN online tests this year. Federal,
state and territory education ministers have agreed
that all schools will move online by 2020. State and
territory education authorities will determine when
their schools move online.
As students are assessed on the same literacy and
numeracy curriculum content, regardless of whether
they complete the test online or on paper, results for
both formats can be reported on the same NAPLAN
assessment scale. To find out more about NAPLAN
Online, visit nap.edu.au

What if my child is absent from
school on assessment days?
Where possible, schools may arrange for individual
students who are absent at the time of testing to
complete missed tests at another time during the testing
week. Individual students are not permitted to sit tests
after Friday 17 May 2019.

NAPLAN 2019 timetable
Tuesday
14 May

Wednesday
15 May

Thursday
16 May

Year 3

language
conventions
45 minutes
.........................
writing
40 minutes

reading
45 minutes

numeracy
45 minutes

Year 5

language
conventions
45 minutes
.........................
writing
40 minutes

reading
50 minutes

numeracy
50 minutes

Year 7

language
conventions
45 minutes
.........................
writing
40 minutes

reading
65 minutes

Year 9

language
conventions
45 minutes
.........................
writing
40 minutes

reading
65 minutes

How are NAPLAN results used?
•
•
•
•
•

numeracy
65 minutes

How is my child’s performance
measured?
Individual student performance is shown on a national
achievement scale for each test. A result at the national
minimum standard indicates that the student has
demonstrated the basic literacy and numeracy skills
needed to participate fully in that year level.
A NAPLAN individual student report will be issued by
your child’s school later in the year. If you do not receive
a report, you should contact your child’s school.

Teachers use results to better identify students
who would benefit from greater challenges or extra
support.

Schools use results to identify strengths and areas
to improve in teaching programs, and to set goals in
literacy and numeracy.
School systems use results to review programs and
support offered to schools.
The community can see average school NAPLAN
results at myschool.edu.au

Where can I get more information?
For more information about NAPLAN:
•

contact your child’s school

•

visit nap.edu.au

•
numeracy
65 minutes

Students and parents may use individual results to
discuss progress with teachers.

contact your local test administration authority
at nap.edu.au/TAA

For information about how personal information for
NAPLAN is handled by ACARA, please visit
nap.edu.au/naplanprivacy

CONVEYANCE ALLOWANCE
Applications are now open to eligible families to lodge a claim through the Conveyance Allowance Program. The allowance provides financial assistance towards the cost of:
travel more than 4.8 km by private car to access a free school bus or
reside more than 4.8 km by the shortest practical route from school and pay to travel on a city bus
travel to school on a private bus (FCJ College)
Students travelling by private car for more than 4.8kms to a free country school bus pick up or drop off
point should complete the application form for private car travel.
Students travelling on a city bus who reside more than 4.8 km from the school purchase a yearly or half
yearly bus pass from Benalla Bus Lines. A copy of the receipt should be attached to the application form
for public transport travel.
Students travelling by private FCJ College bus are required to complete an application form to travel on
a private bus.
All forms can be obtained from the College Office, school stream app or http://www.education.vic.gov.
au.conveyance

Camps Sports Excursion Funding
Are you eligible for the $225.00 annual payment?
On the first day of term one (29 January 2019) or the first day
of term two (23 April 2019), a parent or legal guardian of a
student must:
• be an eligible beneficiary of one of these cards:
- Veterans Affairs Gold Card
- Centrelink Health Care Card
- Pensioner Concession Card
• OR they must be a temporary foster parent
• OR the student is 16 years or older and holds a valid concession card (such as a Youth Allowance Health Care Card)
• AND the parent or legal guardian must submit an application by the due date.
Parents who receive a carer allowance on behalf of a child, or
any other benefit or allowance not income tested by Centrelink, are not eligible for the CSEF unless they also comply with
the above.
Eligibility will be determined when the parent’s concession card
successfully validates with Centrelink on either the first day of
term one or term two.
If the eligible card is in the name of the student, the fund is
only granted to that student, not their siblings.

Parent Access Module
(PAM)
Student Medical Information
From the commencement of 2019, PAM
accounts will be used to collect and maintain important medical information for your
child.
The collection of this information is a legal
requirement which allows us to care for
your child’s medical needs while they are
attending classes and school activities. We
are requesting families update the information at the beginning of each school year
and also during the year as required.
Please access your PAM account using your
login details, in the Student Medical Profile
section firstly, update your email address
and secondly, add medical information for
your child.
We do stress urgency for this to occur as a
lack of medical information may impact
your child’s participation in off-site activities.
To access the PAM portal go to web address:
pam.fcjbenalla.catholic.edu.au

https://www.education.vic.gov.au/Documents/about/programs/health/csefapplicationform.docx
admin@fcjbenalla.catholic.edu.au
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Could you be a permanent care
parent?
There are a number of children supported by the Department of Health &
Human Services who require a family for life as they are unable to live with
their birth families. We are seeking committed and motivated people who
would be interested in learning more about providing a permanent family for a
child.
Assistance payments are made to the Permanent Care family to assist with
the day to day expenses of caring for a child/young person. Assistance
payments are considered to be a reimbursement for expenses and not an
earned income.
We are also keen to speak with families who are particularly interested in
caring for children aged between 5 and 10 years.
Information sessions are being held on:
Wednesday 20th March 2019 at 6:00pm
Department of Health & Human Services
43-47 Rowan Street, Wangaratta
Thursday 21st March 2019 at 6:00pm
Department of Health & Human Services
163-167 Welsford Street, Shepparton
Bookings are not essential. For further information please contact:
Adoption & Permanent Care Program
: 5832 1552

